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Results

(-716 to -314) region upregulates human apo(a) gene
Six imperfect dyad symmetry elements found in the positive regulatory region (-716 to -314)
A HeLa-specific protein binds to a synthetic DNA fragment containing DSE4 region (-640 to -616)
Characterisation of the cis-element binding aTR
A single polypeptide of 107,000 Da size is involved in binding to the (-643 to -616) fragment
The (-643 to -616) fragment represses luciferase reporter gene expression under heterologous SV40 promoter
HepG2-specific factors bind to the (-716 to -616) fragment
Separation of binding factors on SDS-PAGE renders inability to bind to the (-716 to -616) region
Characterisation of cis-element binding to the HepG2 specific trans-acting factors
More than one DSE is required in DNA probe for the formation of DNA-protein complexes with HepG2-specific factors
Cross-linking of DNA-protein complexes by UV irradiation
The fragment 'b' (-706 to -616) forms the most stable DNA-protein complex with HepG2-specific trans-acting factors
Purification of the trans-acting factor(s) using biotinylated cis-element and streptavidin magnetic beads
Purification of the UV cross-linked DNA-protein complex using biotinylated fragment 'a', HepG2 nuclear extract and streptavidin magnetic beads

Discussion

Eukaryotic transcriptional regulation
Proposed model of transcriptional activation of apo(a) gene by four HepG2-specific factors
Tissue-specific repression of apo(a) gene by a Hela-specific factor
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